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Overview
The Go for the Green module lets you play Sport's Illustrated Go for the Green
game on your computer. Players may play as either a Pro Man or a Pro Woman.
Once you enter the module and choose your side, you will be presented with the
Main Toolbar.
This is a series of buttons along the top of the main window that allow you to play
the game.

Prepare for Play
Open the Score Card, First Hole, and Pieces Palette by pressing F1, F3, and F2
respectively.

Sequence of Play
A single hole of golf consists of the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Open appropriate Hole Map.
Position Ball Flight Indicator over appropriate tee and align shot.
Choose club.
Roll dice.
Consult Yardage Chart for result.
Update ball position on map.
Repeat steps 1-6 until the ball is in the hole.
Record score on Scorecard.

Continue this sequence for 18 holes and you are finished!

1. Open appropriate Hole Map
Press F3 and choose the map that contains the current hole.

2. Position Ball Flight Indicator over appropriate tee and align shot
Open the Pieces Palette with F2 and position the Ball Flight Indicator over the tee
square of the current hole. Select the Indicator and right-click it to view the drop
down menu. Choose 'Pivot' to align the Indicator in the desired direction of your
shot.

3. Choose club
Press F4 and choose a club.

4. Roll dice
Press Ctrl-R or the 'Roll Dice' button on the main menu to roll the special dice.

5. Consult Yardage Chart for result
Press F7 to open the Yardage Chart. Choose the appropriate chart from the tabs
along the top of the panel. You may hit shots as either a Professional Man or a
Professional Woman. Cross Reference your selected club with the die roll to
determine the distance and direction of your shot.

6. Update ball position on map
Grab a ball of your color from the Pieces Palette and place it in the spot on the
map indicated by your shot in the previous step.

7. Repeat steps 1-6 until the ball is in the hole
Continue until you have sunk your final putt for the current hole.

8. Record score on Scorecard
Record your score by selecting the correct box on the score card. Press 'Enter'
to edit the value of the box.

Hot Keys
Here is a list of the Hot Keys and their actions.
Key
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
Ctrl-C
Ctrl-D
Ctrl-P
Ctrl-R

Action
Open the Scorecard
Open the Pieces Palette
Select a hole
Select a club
Select an approach shot
Select a putting zone.
Select a Yardage Chart
Clone current piece
Delete current piece
Pivot Ball Flight Indicator
Roll Dice

